Abstract
Introduction
A rigid multibody mechanism is a collection of two or more rigid bodies and zero or more rigid joints for which each joint connects exactly two distinct bodies. Every two bodies are connected by at most one joint. A connected rigid multibody mechanism is one that is impossible to partition into two disconnected parts without addition or deletion of a body or a joint. The types of joints treated in this paper are revolute, translational, cylindrical, spherical, and universal. Bae and Haug (1987a and 1987b) and Haug (1995) used the variational-vector calculus approach and the cut joint method to derive a recursive Newton-Euler formulation for constrained mechanical systems with open and closed loops. Wittenburg (1978) presented a method to handle closed loop systems by cutting joints to form a spanning tree model that has no closed loops, with Lagrange multipliers Liu, J.F., and Abdel-Malek, K., (1999) , "On the Problem of Scheduling Parallel Computations of Multibody Dynamic Analysis", ASME Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement and Control, Vol. 121, No. 3, introduced to account for cut-joint constraints. Wittenberg and Wolz (1985 ) presented a cut-body method to treat closed loop systems.
Since the connectivity of a mechanical system can be represented by a graph, graph theory can be used to identify the topological structure of multibody dynamics. Wittenburg (1977) and Sheth (1972) implemented graph theory to analyze the topology of multibody systems in terms of relative coordinates. Roberson (1984) presented a method to create the path matrix of a graph. Christofedes (1986) developed an algorithm to generate all spanning trees for a system graph. Kim (1984) proposed a method to evaluate weighting factors of some general kinematic joints, for the purpose of minimizing the number of generalized equations. Bae and Haug (1986) proposed another method to evaluate weighting factors, for the purpose of minimizing the chain length and maximizing efficiency in parallel computation. Zeid (1989) and more recently, Zeid and Overholt (1995) have used bond graph theory for the simulation of multibody dynamics.
The problem of parallel computation scheduling of multibody dynamic analysis has been addressed by Hwang and Haug (1989) . Graph theory was used in the past (Tsai and Haug 1989) to define a body as a node and a kinematic joint as an edge. Using this representation, a closed loop is one that has the same ending and beginning. An independent loop is one that has at least one edge not appearing in other loops in the same connected graph. If there are no connected loops in the structure, the system is said to have a tree structure. If a graph is not a tree, an edge is cut in each independent closed loop to form a tree structure, called a spanning tree (the joint is called a cut joint). For example, the mechanism shown in Fig. 1a can be represented by the connected graph shown in Fig. 1b which contains two independent loops.
Fig. 1 (a) Governor mechanism (b) A connected graph with two independent loops
This method is necessary for the dynamic recursive formulation used in this paper that employs relative coordinates. This dynamics formulation is currently being used in the National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS 1995) at the University of Iowa. The formulation is based on the following steps.
(S1) Perform the forward kinematic and backward dynamic computations.
Start from the base body, determine the position and velocity of each body by traversing upward through the leaves along each branch in the graph. Start from each leave, determine the generalized force of each body by traversing downward to the base body along each branch. Since different cut joints will result in different spanning tree structures, some form of spanning tree that minimizes computation time for each step in the simulation should be determined. In order to find the best spanning tree, weighting factors must be defined for each edge. This is done so that a joint that has a large weighting is given cutting priority over a joint that has a smaller weighting, if they are in the same independent closed loop. For example, a revolute joint has one relative degree-of-freedom, while a spherical joint has three. Cutting a revolute joint eliminates one relative coordinate and introduces five constraint equations, whereas cutting a spherical joint eliminates three relative coordinates and introduces three constraint equations.
Computational Cost
In terms of computational speed for a parallel code implementation, the length of a critical branch of the spanning tree determines the time required to perform computations in (S1), and the total weight of all the edges in the spanning tree (proportional to the size of the resulting equations of motion) determines computation time required in (S2).
Individually minimizing the computational cost in (S1) is equivalent to finding a shortest critical branch spanning tree (SCBST). Minimizing the computational cost in (S2 and S3) is equivalent to finding a minimum weight spanning tree (MWST). To minimize the total computational cost in one iteration interval (i.e. the cost to compute steps 1-3) for a parallel-implemented dynamic analysis code, the sum of the computation cost in step 1, 2, and 3 should be minimized. This problem is formulated as follows: Problem 1: Minimum Computational Cost Spanning Tree (MCCST) Given a connected bigraph G(V,E), where V is the set of all the vertices and E is the set of all the edges e, and a weight assignment w(e) ∈ Z+ for all e ∈E, it is necessary to determine a spanning tree T V E T ( , ) , to minimize a cost function f c defined by
where E T is the set of the edges in E after cutting, and l( ( , The computational cost C is proportional to the computation time required to complete the dynamic analysis of one time interval. The total number of generalized equations of motion N T ( ) can be computed as
where f is the number of joint coordinates associated with a joint, and f is the number of cut joint constraints introduced. To compute the cost C for a sequential processor, it is necessary to compute the number of generalized equations of motion. The computational cost for a sequential processor depends upon the computational cost for (S1). This can be written as
where ′ E is the set of edges after forming the tree, and O denotes the order of magnitude. Similarly, the cost for (S2) and (S3) above can be written as
and the total computational cost for the three steps is 
and
Thus, if T is a minimum spanning tree, i.e., the sum of weights w e ( ) of T is minimum, the equality of Eq. (9) holds since w e ( ) was defined as w e f e ( ) ( ) = .
Computational cost for a parallel code is generally more difficult to define due to the variety of parallelisms. Nevertheless, a minimum cost theorem for a parallel processor will be presented as well as a tentative scheme to achieve the minimum cost objective. Let w be a vertex in V such that its degree of incidence d in T is one. The set of leaves 
The center of a spanning tree r is a vertex in V such that
The set of centers of a spanning tree R T ( ) is a collection of all r in T. The center of shortest critical branch spanning tree r s is a vertex in V such that
The shortest critical branch spanning tree T s is the spanning tree where r s resides. Define a computational cost for a parallel processor as
Choosing a Candidate for the Minimum Cost Spanning Tree
To minimize the total computational cost in S1-S3, the MCCST problem need be addressed. Let T m be the minimum spanning tree and T s be the critical branch spanning tree of a graph G V E ( , ) , such that r R T s s ∈ ( ) and r R T m m
∈ ( ).
Theorem 2 A necessary condition for the minimum cost of a parallel processor can be written such that if T * and r * yield the minimum cost, then the following inequality holds
and similarly for the total number of generalized equations of motion contradicts the assumption. An algorithm for determining the center of a given spanning tree has been implemented but will not be discussed in this paper.
Minimum Radius Spanning Tree (MRST) and Shortest Critical Branch Spanning Tree (SCBST)
Since minimizing computations in performing forward kinematics and backward dynamics is equivalent to finding a SCBST and since minimizing computations in solving the equations of motion and integrating is equivalent to finding a MWST, it is necessary to discuss a solution. In this section, a polynomial algorithm is presented to solve both MRST and SCBST problems.
Construction of MRST for a Given Graph. Theorem 3
Let P u v s ( , ) be the shortest path connecting u and v and let P u v s ( , ) pass through w . Let P u v s ( , ) be divided into two parts: P 1 and P 2 , such that
Proof 3
If the contrary is assumed, it is then possible to find P u w s ( , ) and P w v s ( , )such that
1 6 1 6 (25) which is a contradiction. A contradiction can also be shown for the case of Eq. (24). The above theorem guarantees that a shortest path spanning tree (SPST) for a given graph with respect to a specific vertex u[V can be constructed as follows.
Algorithm A1: Construction of the shortest path spanning tree (SPST) with respect to a specific vertex u in V F1: copy V to V' F2: pick a specific vertex v from V' f2.1: find the shortest path P(u,v) connecting u and v (Dijkstra's algorithm) f2.2: record the predecessor of each vertex in path P f2.3: record the distance from each vertex in path P to u f2.4: remove all the vertices in path P from V' F3: repeat F2 until V' is empty The minimum radius spanning tree (MRST) for a given graph is found by (1) constructing the SPST for every vertex of the graph by applying algorithm A1 and (2) recording the longest distance appearing in each SPST. The SPST that has the minimum longest distance among all SPST's is the MRST for the given graph.
Algorithm A1 shows the existence of a shortest path spanning tree with respect to an arbitrary vertex in the graph, and that the length of the longest path in SPST equals the length of the longest shortest path in the original graph. Furthermore, it is shown that the MRST for a given graph is one of the SPSTs. These results will be used to prove the equivalence of the MRST and SCBST.
An algorithm proposed by Pape (1980) for finding shortest path from a specific vertex to all other vertices in a given graph has complexity of V 2 . Therefore, the complexity of finding MRST is reduced to V 3 . This algorithm will be implemented as a subroutine called upon by the heuristic approach presented in Sec. 6.2.
Finding the Shortest Critical Branch Spanning Tree.
Minimizing the cost in computing forward kinematics and backward dynamics is equivalent to finding the SCBST.
Theorem 4
The minimum radius R m of a given graph G equals the length of the critical branch of a shortest critical branch spanning tree of G, i.e. 
* 1 6 1 6 2 7
The above theorem implies that the shortest critical spanning tree of a given graph can be obtained by constructing the MRST of the graph. The specific vertex in algorithm A1 that yields the MRST is the center of the resulting shortest critical spanning tree algorithm has been shown to be of polynomial complexity.
4.3 Example of Finding SCBST for a Given Graph. Figure 2a shows a graph of 20 vertices and 32 edges. The input to the experimental code is the neighbor and adjacent edge weight list for each vertex in the graph. The output of this program is an array of the predecessor for each vertex in the graph. Figure 2b shows the output SCBST. Note that the SCBST for a given graph may not be unique. In fact, the number of all SCBST's for a given graph can be exponential with respect to the number of vertices in the graph. This will be shown in the following section. Note that if the number of SCBST's or MWST's for a given graph does not increase exponentially with the size of the problem E , then either of the above problems can be solved within polynomial time by exhaustively searching all possible SCBST's or MWST's (Hwang and Haug 1989). It will be shown however, that polynomial algorithms for both problems do not exist if NP P ≠ by proving that problems 2 and 3 are NP hard.
Problem 4: Bounded Critical Branch Bounded Weight Spanning Tree (BCBBWST)
Given a connected bigraph G(V,E), a weight assignment w(e) ∈Z+ for all e ∈ E, and positive integers K 1 and K 2 , it is necessary to find a spanning tree T V E T ( , ) for G such that w e K e E T s
NP-Completeness of BCBBWST Problem. Theorem 5: BCBBWST problem is NP-complete.
The following proof of theorem 3 is a modification of the proof given in Ho et al. (1991) , where the NP-completeness of the bounded diameter bounded cost spanning tree of a given network is proved.
Proof 5
(1) BCBBWST is NP.
(2) In the following discussion, it will be shown that a polynomial reduction from 3SAT to BCBBWST can be achieved. 
6≤5
(33) The construction of G is depicted in Fig. 3 . It contains the following vertices: the true assignment node r, the variable 
(37) It follows that there exists ( 2 1 n q + + ) edges in T since there are ( 2 2 n q + + ) vertices in G. The tree T must include the special edge (r,s) since (r,s) is the only edge connecting s. Moreover, there are at least q clause edges in T, because the clause nodes are connected only by the clause edges. Assume that the spanning tree T consists of (i) assignment edges, (j) contrast edges, (k+q) clause edges, and the edge (r,s). Then the following inequalities are valid. Therefore, T must contain exactly q clause edges, n contrast edges, and n assignment edges.
In the above discussion, it was assumed that all the clause nodes are adjacent only to those variable nodes which are adjacent to node r in a spanning tree T. In order to continue this discussion, we will assume that the above claim is not valid. Since clause nodes are only adjacent to variable nodes in graph G, there exists a variable node x and a clause node c such that x is adjacent to c but x is not adjacent to node r in T. Therefore, the branch from c to r must pass through one of the contrast edges and the length of this branch is 6, which is a contradiction to l B r T c ( , ) 1 6≤5.
Since T contains all the contrast edges, T must contain exactly one of the edges ( , ) r x i and ( , ) r i
x for all i. Assigning 'true' to all the variables adjacent to r and 'false' to their complements, all the clauses in C are satisfied because every clause contains at least one true variable. Based upon (2.1) through (2.3), it can be seen that 3SAT is polynomially reducible to BCBBWST.
NP-hard Problems.
Since the BCBBWST problem is the decision version of the SCBMWST and MWSCBST problems, theorem 3 states that both SCBMWST and MWSCBST problems are NP-hard. Therefore, the following theorem is evident.
Theorem 6 Given a connected bigraph G(V,E), a weight assignment w e Z ( )[
+ for all e E [ , The problem of finding the following spanning trees for G are NP-hard: (1) Shortest critical branch minimum weight spanning tree (SCBMWST) (2) Minimum weight shortest critical branch spanning tree (MWSCBST) (3) Bounded critical branch minimum weight spanning tree (BCBMWST) (4) Bounded weight shortest critical branch spanning tree (BWSCBST) (5) Minimum computational cost spanning tree (MCCST) The relative difficulties of the spanning tree problems are shown in Fig. 4 . that after the exchange of edge e 2 10 − with e 10 15 − , vertex 15 is no longer a leave of the spanning tree and it is deleted from the discussion list. All the leaves of the spanning tree in Fig. 5b are cut-out. The second round of vertex discussion is then performed on each leaf of the remaining graph (Fig. 6a ). This process is continued until all vertices of graph G are cut. During the second and successive discussions, no exchange of vertices is executed since the cost function f c cannot be further reduced. The resulting spanning tree is shown in Fig. (6b) , where f c = 207.
Note that the final spanning tree determined by applying algorithm A2 is not one of the MCCST of graph G. By comparing the MCCST of G in Fig. (5a) ( f c = 196 ) with the spanning tree in Fig. (6b) , it is clear that edge e 2 14 − should be exchanged with edge e 10 14 − to reduce the total weight of the spanning tree. However, because vertex 10 and its adjacent edges have been cut before the beginning of the second discussion round (Fig. 6a) , the algorithm falls into a 'local minimum'. 
Algorithm A3
In this section, a modification of one of the heuristics used in algorithm A2 will be introduced to avoid the problem of falling into a local minimum. The heuristics in step 2 of algorithm A2 can be changed as follows:
Move all the leaves (vertex with d T =1) into stack S, while vertices with smaller r stay on top. Steps 1, 3, 4, and 5 are kept the same as those in algorithm A2.
Example of Application of Algorithm A3
Both the test problem and the procedures are the same as those as described above. The graph after the first round of discussion is identical to that of Fig. 5b .
In the second round, vertices 17-14-7-9-3 are discussed successively, and edges e 2 14
− and e 1 9
− in E T are exchanged with edges e 10 14 − and e 4 9 − in E E T − , respectively (Fig. 8) . No further chance of reduction of the cost function is detected after the second round. For the test problem, the modification of the heuristic in step 3 avoids the search from proceeding into a local minimum and successfully finds a MCCST of the given graph. Note that modifications of other parts of heuristics used in algorithms A2 and A3 can also be done. For example, a search of the vertices adjacent to the center can be conducted, then proceeding towards the leaves of the spanning tree.
Complexity
The complexity analysis given in the following steps is valid for both algorithms A2 and A3.
Step 1 : The complexity of preprocessing (finding a SCBST) of G is of V 3 . The complexity of sorting p is of V
2
Step 2 The complexity of moving leaves into S and sorting S is of O V 2 .
Steps 3-4 Vertex discussion: The complexity of finding a center is of order |V|. Thus, the complexity of each vertex discussion is of order |V|. Since it is necessary to iterate until all vertices in the graph have been discussed (and cut), the total complexity is of order V 2 .
Step 5 
Implementation
In this section, algorithm II will be implemented for the test problem given in Sec. 4.3 ( Fig. 2a with β = 1) and for randomly generated graphs with larger number of vertices (e.g., |V|=1000).
7.1 Data Structure. The incidence array d(i), neighbor list p(j,i), and edge weight list q(j,i) are utilized to store the graph G (V,E) . Similarly, d T (i), p T (j,i), and q T (j,i) are used to store the current spanning tree T V E T ( , ) . In addition, arrays f(i) and r(i) are used to store the predecessor and distance from the center of each vertices, respectively. Note that p, q, p T , q T are sparse matrices. The memory needed to store graph G and the current spanning tree T are presented in Table 2 . size type size type
Total memory ≈ 8|V|+4|E|-4.
Experimental Results.
The following shows the execution of the program for the test problem depicted in Fig. 2a . The program generates the contents of stack S at the beginning of each round of vertex discussion. The program also generates the outcome of every vertex discussion and the change of cost function at the end of each vertex discussion. The resulting spanning tree is showed at the end of the execution of the program in the form of a predecessor list of the spanning tree. Note that the execution of the program exactly matches the desired process illustrated in Sec. 6.2.2.
initial fc= 224 beginning of 1 round STACK= 20 19 16 18 9 15 8 11 12 10 6 discuss vertex 20 -> no edge exchange can reduce fc discuss vertex 19 -> no edge exchange can reduce fc discuss vertex 16 -> no edge exchange can reduce fc discuss vertex 18 -> exchange edge 5-18 in T with edge 9-18 not in T -> dfc= -5 -> center= vertex 1 -> delete vertex 9 from STACK discuss vertex 15 -> exchange edge 2-15 in T with edge 10-15 not in T -> dfc= -6 -> center= vertex 1 -> delete vertex 10 from STACK discuss vertex 8 -> no edge exchange can reduce fc discuss vertex 11 -> no edge exchange can reduce fc discuss vertex 12 -> no edge exchange can reduce fc discuss vertex 6 -> exchange edge 1-6 in T with edge 3-6 not in T -> dfc= -6 -> center= vertex 1 beginning of 2 round STACK= 17 14 10 7 9 4 3 discuss vertex 17 -> no edge exchange can reduce fc discuss vertex 14 -> exchange edge 2-14 in T with edge 10-14 not in T -> dfc= -6 -> center= vertex 1 -> delete vertex 10 from STACK discuss vertex 7 -> no edge exchange can reduce fc discuss vertex 9 -> exchange edge 1-9 in T with edge 4-9 not in T -> dfc= -5 -> center= vertex 1 -> delete vertex 4 from STACK discuss vertex 3 -> no edge exchange can reduce fc beginning of 3 round STACK= 13 10 4 discuss vertex 13 -> no edge exchange can reduce fc discuss vertex 10 -> no edge exchange can reduce fc discuss vertex 4 -> no edge exchange can reduce fc beginning of 4 round STACK= 5 2 discuss vertex 5 -> no edge exchange can reduce fc discuss vertex 2 -> no edge exchange can reduce fc STACK IS EMPTY! EXECUTION COMPLETED!! CPU-time for different sizes of the given graphs are presented in Table 3 . The CPU time is proportional to V 3 .
Conclusions
A minimum computational cost spanning tree (MCCST) problem corresponding to the computational scheduling for parallel multibody dynamic analysis code implementation has been formulated. The cost of computing forward kinematics and backward dynamics was posed as finding the shortest critical branch spanning tree (SCBST). The problem of minimizing the computational cost in solving the equations of motion and integrating is equivalent to finding a minimum weight spanning tree. The SCBST sub-problem is defined and related to the MRST problem. An algorithm of polynomial complexity has been shown to solve both problems.
The MCCST problem and some related problems (SCBMWST, MWSCBST, BWSCBST and BCBMWST) are shown to be NP-hard by proving that the decision problem, BCBBWST to be NP-complete. Heuristic algorithms for the MCCST problem were developed. Implementation of the proposed algorithms and simulation results for varying instances of the problem were presented.
It has been shown that the heuristic algorithms presented may fall into some local minimum. It was also shown that the proper selection of heuristics may reduce the chance of this difficulty. However, there are no criteria for selecting adequate heuristics. The process of improving the heuristics is shown by comparing two heuristics.
Heuristics which start from an MWST of a graph were not discussed in this paper. In general, this approach will yield a better initial spanning tree (i.e. the spanning tree has smaller cost funstion), but may have a slower rate of convergence. A comparative study of these heuristic algorithms for solving MCCST problems is the subject of the authors current endeavors.
